
Report from Bonn by Rainer Apel

Production, instead of speculation
in Japan, as it is in Germany, but there
are people thinking in this direction.The reality of the global, systemic financial crash is beginning to
Compared to the billions of dollars in-dawn on some people. volved in emergency bailouts, 120
deutschemarks is a ridiculously small
sum. But, it is what the state of Hesse
is investing per capita for the 600 engi-Even in Germany, a longtime bas- collapse of Yamaichi Bank and the neering students in the machine-build-
ing department of the Frankfurt Spe-tion of monetarism, a re-thinking of Toshokuwholesalechain.Whatcanbe

observed in Japan, can also be ob-economic policies has begun. Those cial Studies University, to keep the
institute functioning. This does notamong the labor unions, protesting served in Europe or in the United

States. But within this present systemstudents, banking sector and adminis- cover the costs of heating, however,
and in the rough winter of 1996-97, thetration, and even in the media who of monetary andfinancial policy, there

is no other option than to continue toare engaged in this debate, are begin- school did not have the money to turn
its heating system on. It “was like war-ning to voice views which to date use thebailout as long itworks, hesaid.

Faced with the prospect of a total,have been “exclusive” to the La- time conditions,” Prof. Hans-Rainer
Ludwig told this author. At the lastRouche movement. instantaneous collapse, monetarist

elites in all parts of the world are cast-This comes as no surprise. Many minute, a special emergency fund was
discovered, so that the heating systemhave been familiar with these pro- ing their hopes on bailout operations,

and a slow, controlled disintegrationgrammatic views—and most have re- could be turned on. This happened in
Germany, one of the leading industrialjected them. But now, there are many of the system. Two or three more years

of turbulence such as we have seen inothers who are questioning aspects of nations of the world.
Generally, the education of youngmonetarism. Whatever the Interna- 1997, is certain, and the worst is yet to

come, the banker said.tional Monetary Fund (IMF) and the people as engineers is badly neglected
in Germany, Ludwig said. The politi-World Bank have been doing during The remarks of Kenichi Ohmae, a

former director of the McKinsey officethe crisis of the second half of 1997, cians should encourage the young gen-
eration to study an engineering profes-has come under heavy criticism. Espe- in Tokyo, in an interview in the Janu-

ary 1998 issue of Manager Magazine,cially among the Asia correspondents sion, because that is what will have a
future. It is not the case that youth areof the German news dailies in Tokyo, a business monthly, has been refer-

enced a lot in the media. His remarksSeoul, and Bangkok, there are some hostile to technology, in the sense that
the greenies are, but their interest inwho say the times have changed, that on the Japanese situation and its ef-

fects on the rest of the world economythe IMF cannot impose its conditional- technology is not promoted by the
school system, or by the politicians.ities any longer. have been characterized as a warning

of the coming crashes in the new year.There is quite a number of journal- German youth are being alienated
from technology, and this explainsists and bankers who consider emer- Ohmae said that “it is too late” for any

countermeasures, to stop the ongoinggency aid packages such as that for why there is only one engineering stu-
dent for seven more who are studyingSouth Korea, as mere lip-service to a crash. The entire Japanese banking

system will collapse; it is alreadysystem that no longer works. As one law, social sciences, and culture. This
is an intolerable ratio for an industrialbanker told this author just before bankrupt, and there are financial re-

straints on the government’s bailoutChristmas, all these big “consolida- nation.
Ludwig said that engineers have ation” programs will not work in Japan, options. For the next five years, Japan

will suffer, and other parts of the worldsimplybecause the former“groupsoli- future, especially if they add the study
of other cultures, languages, and na-darity” among the biggest banks of will suffer, too, because their econo-

mies are closely connected with Japan,what once was “Japan, Inc.,” no longer tions to their technological studies, to
prepare for engineering missionsexists. Some banks would go along he said. A new start will only be possi-

ble if Japan returns to the classic prin-with the IMF, other banks would not. abroad, in industrial, power, or infra-
structure development projects. Also,Thegovernmentwould like tosaveone ciples of its economic strength, which

are the skills and productivity of itsbank or company from collapse, but in Germany, a lot of infrastructure
must be rebuilt early in the nextother banks will sabotage the bailout. workforce.

This may still be a minority viewThis, he said, is the secret behind the century.
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